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SAP C_S4CDK_2022 Exam Description:
The "SAP Certified Development Associate - SAP Cloud SDK Extensibility Developer" certification exam validates that the

candidate possesses the fundamental and core  knowledge required of the SAP Cloud SDK developer profile. This certification

proves that the candidate has an overall understanding and in?depth technical skills to participate as a member of a project team  in a

mentored role. This certification exam is recommended as an entry level qualification.

The certificate issued for passing this exam will be valid for 5 years.

 

NEW QUESTION 28
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What is the role of the SAP Cloud Platform Enterprise Messaging service in the diagram?

 

 

*  It enables the design and execution of business processes with SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

*  It provides out-of-the-box integration with SAP applications such as SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

*  It provides an API for the sending and the receiving application to communicate with each other.

*  It communicates directly with the Enterprise Event Management service using HTTPS.

NEW QUESTION 29

Which methods must you implement in TenantProvisioningServlet when you implement a multi-tenant application? Note: There are

2 correct Answers to this question.

*  PUT

*  GET

*  POST

*  DELETE

NEW QUESTION 30

What are some of the characteristics of reactive systems? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  They can respond quickly on a high volume of API calls.

*  They are defined as responsive, resilient, elastic, and message-driven.

*  They register for callback and returns when calling other services.

*  They operate on the request-response programming model.

NEW QUESTION 31

A section of code failed multiple times in a short timeframe. Which ErpCommand feature allows you to circumvent this section of

code?

*  Fallbacks

*  Bulkheads

*  Circuit breakers

*  Thread-pools

NEW QUESTION 32

Which phase of the SAP Activate methodology includes the Extension Planning and Design activity?

*  Discover

*  Realize
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*  Prepare

*  Explore

NEW QUESTION 33

Which of the following tools are required to build Spring Boot applications using the SAP Cloud SDK?

Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Mobile Development Kit

*  StarUML3

*  Apache Maven version 3.5 or above

*  Java SE Development Kit 8

NEW QUESTION 34

Which steps do you perform to execute Gatling locally? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Include the Apache JMeter library.

*  Configure the Go Maven plugin.

*  Add Gatling plugins dependency to pom.xml.

*  Launch tests using the mvn clean gatling:execute command.

NEW QUESTION 35

How can you ensure that the value creation process continuously becomes safer and more resilient?

*  Develop tight software architectures.

*  Separate software teams by specialized skills.

*  Establish short and efficient feedback cycles.

*  Optimize batch working style.

NEW QUESTION 36

How does the SAP Cloud SDK Continuous Delivery Toolkit support your DevOps process?

*  Your generated project includes a local download cache that optimizes speed.

*  Your generated project contains lifecycle management scripts to manage memory allocation.

*  Your generated project using Maven archetypes includes the jenkinsfile to load the pipeline.

*  Your generated project uses Spring Initializr to handle all dependencies.

NEW QUESTION 37

How can you extend an app with custom logic using in-app extensions? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Implement custom logic at predesignated SAP enhancement points.

*  Ascertain that the app is extensible.

*  Apply modifications to the copy of the original app.

*  Assign new roles and catalogs to the extended app.

NEW QUESTION 38

Which tests are run in parallel to performance tests in the SAP Cloud SDK Pipeline?

*  Backend integration tests

*  Quality checks
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*  Backend unit tests

*  End-to-end tests

NEW QUESTION 39

Which of the following files do you use to configure Hibernate for multi-tenancy? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this

question.

*  settings.xml

*  pom.xml

*  persistence.xml

*  config.xml

NEW QUESTION 40

Which activity is part of information technology operations (Ops)?

*  Create &#8211; automate build process in dev system

*  Design &#8211; create new theme for better user experience

*  Configure &#8211; administrate the deployed release

*  Verify &#8211; deploy continuously into test system

NEW QUESTION 41

Which of the following sources can you use to change form templates using the Form Designer? Note:

There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  SAP Standard Form

*  Existing data sources like CDS views

*  Existing OData service

*  SAP APIs for SAP S/4HANA and SAP S/4HANA Cloud

NEW QUESTION 42

What is the key element of reactive systems in the highly distributed environment of side-by-side extensions?

*  Synchronous interaction between a browser and a system

*  Synchronous API communication between systems

*  Secure inbound and outbound communication between systems

*  Asynchronous message-driven communication between systems

NEW QUESTION 43

What are the prerequisites before you can set up Continuous Integration and Delivery using the SAP Cloud SDK Continuous

Delivery Toolkit? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Virtual machine or suitable host running Docker engine

*  Project source files available in GitHub

*  Tools required for testing and deploying your application

*  Dependency management tools installed like npm or Maven

NEW QUESTION 44

The SAP Cloud SDK Continuous Delivery Toolkit consists of the SAP Cloud SDK Pipeline and the codified infrastructure needed
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to run this pipeline. What does the codified infrastructure use to run the SAP Cloud SDK Pipeline? Note: There are 2 correct

Answers to this question.

*  It uses open source automation tools for integration testing.

*  It uses build tools such as Maven and Node Package Manager (npm).

*  It uses plugins for development IDE, such as Eclipse and IntelliJ.

*  It uses Docker images to run Jenkins.

NEW QUESTION 45

What identifies event types in the messaging infrastructure?

*  A channel

*  A destination

*  A topic

*  A protocol

NEW QUESTION 46

Why is the SAP Cloud SDK Continuous Delivery Toolkit future-proof?

*  The toolkit utilizes Jenkins and its huge plugin ecosystem in a Docker image.

*  The toolkit adds a local download cache that is tamper-proof.

*  The toolkit ensures that builds are NOT dependent on manually installed artifacts.

*  The toolkit validates that remote calls are wrapped in a Hystrix command.

NEW QUESTION 47

What is the restricted ABAP Language optimized for? Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this question.

*  Reusability

*  Robustness

*  Scalability

*  Security

*  Data consistency

NEW QUESTION 48

Which activities can you perform with the Custom CDS View app? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Import CDS view from an XML file

*  Join multiple associated data sources

*  Modify the data type of a field in existing CDS views

*  Define input parameters

NEW QUESTION 49

Why are extensions on top of SAP S/4HANA Cloud NOT affected by the quarterly update cycle of SAP S/4HANA Cloud?

*  The Virtual Data Model of SAP S/4HANA Cloud remains unchanged.

*  The public interfaces of SAP S/4HANA represent a stable contract across the versions of SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

*  The extension application has access to stable private interfaces of SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

*  SAP runs unit and integration tests on extension apps before every quarterly update cycle.

NEW QUESTION 50
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Which of the following activities do you perform during the Realize phase for organizational change?

Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Test Execution

*  Solution Extension Development

*  Quality System Request

*  End User Learning

NEW QUESTION 51

What are some advantages when you use the Gatling tool? Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question.

*  Performance tests can be written as source code.

*  Test plans are written in Python.

*  The speed is optimized by adding a local download cache.

*  It reuses connections for virtual users.

NEW QUESTION 52

What are the core components of a messaging infrastructure in SAP S/4HANA and SAP Cloud Platform?

Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this question.

*  Rest API

*  Enterprise Event Enablement

*  Business Event Handling

*  Enterprise Messaging

*  Destination
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